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Abstract
The World-Wide Web (WWW), a global networked information system based on
hypertext, has become extremely popular since it became available in 1992. In order to
improve the ease of access to the information available on the WWW, as well as to give
increased exposure to spoken language systems, we developed Spoken Language Access
to Multimedia (SLAM), a spoken language extension to the graphical user interface of the
World-Wide Web browser Mosaic.
Although other research has been conducted on speech interfaces to hypertext, including speech interfaces to the WWW, SLAM differs in some key ways. For one, SLAM uses
the complementary modalities of spoken language and direct manipulation to improve this
interface to information on the Internet. Also, SLAM makes the advantages of spoken language systems available to a wider audience by providing a recognition server available
remotely across a network.
This thesis describes previous work related to SLAM, particularly in the areas of multimodality and speech interfaces to hypertext and hypermedia systems, including speech
access to the WWW. This thesis also examines the issues and architecture of what is
believed to be the first spoken-language interface to the WWW to be easily run across
platforms.
This work is sponsored by a Small Grant for Exploratory Research (number 9069-120)
from the National Science Foundation.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The problem
The World-Wide Web (WWW) (CERN, 1994) is a network-based standard for hypermedia documents that combines documents prepared in HyperText Markup Language
(HTML) (NCSA, 1994a) with an extensible set of multimedia resources. The most popular WWW browser with available source code is Mosaic (NCSA, 1994b), a cross-platform
program developed and distributed by NCSA, now running in X11-based Unix, Macintosh
and PC-Windows environments. As a hypermedia viewer, Mosaic combines the flexibility
and navigability of hypermedia with multimedia outputs such as audio and GIF images.
The World-Wide Web, especially as viewed with Mosaic, is phenomenally popular.
By mid-Spring of 1994, Internet traffic was doubling about every six months. Of this
growth, the World-Wide Web’s proportional usage was doubling approximately every four
months. In absolute volume of traffic, use of the WWW was doubling every two and a half
months (Wallach, 1994).
Much of the popularity of Mosaic can be attributed to its mouse-based interface,
which can quickly, simply, and directly aid the user in browsing the variety of documents
available on the Internet. However, inherent limitations in mouse-based interfaces make it
difficult for users to perform complex commands and to access documents that cannot be
reached by the visible links. Speech-based interfaces, on the other hand, perform well on
these types of complex, nonvisual tasks, but speech input to computers is not nearly as
widespread as other input methods.

1.2 The approach
The SLAM system simultaneously addresses the limitations of mouse-based WWW
interfaces and the limited popularity of speech-based interfaces.
By maintaining the full functionality of the mouse-based Mosaic WWW browser
while adding the speech input option, a system has been created for which the strengths of
each complimentary mode of input (modality) compensate for weaknesses in the other.
The SLAM system does not merely add speech input to the existing Mosaic interface, but
rather uses speech to allow access to information that was not directly available with the
mouse-based system.
This research could broaden the market for speech-based interfaces in two ways. By
making speech recognition available in a popular product like Mosaic, speech recognition
will also become an increasingly popular way to access data. SLAM also enables the user
to perform speech recognition on either the local machine or on a remote speech
recognition server, so that it is not necessary for the user’s client machine to have a speech
recognizer in order to access the WWW with speech.
1

1.3 Overview of thesis
Chapter 2 describes others’ research related to the SLAM project, including
motivation for creating multimodal interfaces, previous work on input to hypermedia
systems, and research investigating spoken language interfaces to the WWW. Chapter 3
describes the differences in speech- and mouse-based interfaces. Chapter 4 discusses
issues involved with building a speech recognition system for the WWW.
Chapter 5 describes the choices that were made in building the SLAM system
architecture, and describes user and network testing of the system. Chapter 6 describes
open issues and outlines directions for future work with the SLAM project.

2 Related Work
This chapter discusses previous and ongoing work in fields related to spoken-language
navigation of the World-Wide Web. A motivation for research in this field is presented,
followed by a brief overview of research comparing speech- and mouse-based input, particularly as used in multimodal systems. An overview of previous research into hypertext
and hypermedia systems is given, with a mention of systems using speech access to hypermedia. The chapter concludes with a look at other groups exploring the issue of spokenlanguage access to the WWW.

2.1 Motivation
The SLAM project combines a variety of emerging technologies and techniques, such
as spoken language interfaces, the World-Wide Web, and multimodal access to information systems.
This project is one way to address the important issue of studying multimodal interfaces involving speech. The report of the NSF Workshop on Spoken Language Understanding concluded that performance characteristics of multimodal systems was one of the
key research challenges in the field of spoken language research:
“Interdisciplinary research will be needed to generate novel strategies for
designing multimodal systems with performance characteristics superior to
those of simpler unimodal alternatives. Among other things, the successful
cultivation of such systems will require advance empirical work with
human subjects, building a variety of new prototype systems, and the
development of appropriate metrics for evaluating the accuracy, efficiency,
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learnability, expressive power, and other characteristics of different multimodal systems.” (Cole, Hirschman et al., 1995, 12)
Development and availability of a spoken-language enhancement to an interface for
the World-Wide Web would also increase the availability and visibility of spoken-language technology in the computing community as a whole. This may encourage other
researchers and developers to refine and include spoken-language systems technology in
future systems. In fact, there may also be a complementary effect, since adding spokenlanguage input to the World-Wide Web is likely to make the Web more easily used and
thus more accessible to the general population. The area of human language technology
has been identified as a grand challenge area necessary to support the national information
infrastructure technology. A report of the Information Infrastructure Technology Task
Group identifies ‘‘Intelligent Interfaces’’ as one of four broad topic areas of the Information Infrastructure Technology and Applications (IITA) program, and states that
‘‘Advanced user interfaces will bridge the gap between users and the future National
Information Infrastructure... Work in this area includes development of technologies for
speech recognition and generation...’’ (National Coordination Office for HPCC, 1994, 1617).
The possibilities and practicality of multimodal interfaces to the Web will not be discovered via analytic methods alone. A substantial amount needs to be learned through
empirical and experiential methods such as system building. Indeed, the potential interactions involved in multimodal systems are so complex that it may be impossible to discern
their optimal structure without conducting advance exploratory research (Oviatt, 1992).
Thus the determination of the important or tractable issues relating to such a project
requires development, use, and testing of a spoken-language interface to the World-Wide
Web.
Moreover, the availability of even an experimental spoken-language interface would
enable the growing population of Web users to address these questions in the very practice
of their own day-to-day computing. If a spoken-language interface is used in the “workaday world” of cooperative computing (Moran, 1990) exemplified by the Web, then we will
have (a) empirical evidence of its utility and (b) a fund of varied experiences with the
interface that could contribute to improvements. This community of users can tell us what
is right and wrong with spoken-language interaction for hypermedia, thereby offering
directions for further research in the field. Indeed, a widespread, easily-available spokenlanguage interface on the Internet could provide results useful to spoken-language systems
research as a whole. In short, from a practical standpoint the idea is to make the interface
available and see what happens, as in the case of the original Mosaic interface and other
WWW browsers.

2.2 Previous work with interface modalities for hypermedia
The graphical user interface (GUI), especially with pointer-based direct manipulation,
has become the predominant model for human-computer interaction. Even in innovative
3

settings such as the World-Wide Web, which provides a rich hypermedia environment that
includes outputs in hypertext, images and sound, the inputs to the system remain keyboard- and pointer-based. (As the most typical pointer is the mouse, we will use the term
“mouse-based” interface to refer to pointer-based interfaces generally.)
The mouse-based direct-manipulation interface (Shneiderman, 1983) provided a rational and innovative means of interaction with computer systems. While physical pointing
and bitmapped displays solved many of the problems with character-and-keyboard-based
interfaces, direct manipulation based on physical pointing did not make use of the full
range of expressive capabilities of human users. This omission was, no doubt, mostly a
consequence of the relatively poor state of other means of expression as input modalities;
spoken-language systems have made immense progress since 1983 (Cole, Hirschman et
al., 1995).
Adding spoken-language capabilities to hypermedia holds the promise of extending
users’ abilities in ways they find appealing. Empirical studies of multimodal interfaces
have looked at user preferences for different kinds of inputs. For example, Rudnicky
(1993) showed that users preferred speech input, even if it meant spending a longer time
on the task, when compared with using a keyboard and a direct manipulation device.
Oviatt and Olsen (1994) found that users of multimodal interfaces displayed patterns of
use that reflected the contrastive functionality of the available modalities.
Other researchers have investigated the comparative advantages of multimodal interfaces, including Cohen (1992) and Oviatt (1992, 1994). One of the goals of this research
has been to attempt “to use the strengths of one modality to overcome for the weaknesses
of another” (Cohen, 1992, 143), who proposed a framework for this analysis. Cohen’s
analytical framework involves comparing the strengths and weaknesses of modalities with
respect to factors such as:
• intuitiveness,
• consistency of “look and feel,”
• whether options are apparent,
• safety,
• feedback,
• “direct engagement” with an entity,
• ability to describe,
• use of anaphora,
• establishing and maintaining context, and
• use of temporal relations.
Cohen studied multimodal interfaces in general terms, without specific consideration
of interfaces for hypermedia. For multimodal interfaces in general, then, he observed that
the advantages of pointer-based interfaces are that they are generally intuitive, unambiguous, and, if well-designed, can have a consistent “look and feel.” Drawbacks to using
such interfaces include difficulty in selecting items not currently visible, poor support for
temporal relations, and difficulty using context to specify relations. Natural language sys4

tems overcome some of the weaknesses of pointer-based interfaces by allowing the specification of context, temporal relations, and unseen objects. On the other hand, language
has the problem that the user may not know the vocabulary of the recognizer. Spoken language systems are also prone to other problems such as ambiguity and other causes of recognition errors. (Cohen, 1992).

2.3 Previous work with speech access to hypermedia systems
Interactive hypertext systems have been proposed for fifty years; a useful survey is
provided by Arons (1991). Such systems have a number of advantages for information
retrieval over traditional databases, including that there is no need for training the user on
the system and users do not require knowledge of a topic before searching for information.
Some disadvantages of such systems are that users will have difficulty in actually getting
specific information, and are likely to encounter the well-known “lost in hyperspace”
effect (Domel, 1994; Whalen, 1989) during which users get sidetracked and lost while
navigating through a hypermedia environment.
One system (Stock, 1991) combines natural language and hypermedia to explore Italian frescoes. This system uses the hypermedia aspect to organize unstructured information, and used the natural language aspect to help alleviate the problems of disorientation
and the cognitive overhead of having too many links.
Other groups have investigated using speech with hypermedia systems. One hyperspeech system (Arons, 1991) enabled the user to navigate in an audio environment without a visual display; speech recognition was used to maneuver in a database of digitally
recorded speech. This system was similar to a speech-only WWW browser in that the
speech interface was goal-directed; the speech provided a form of direct addressing that is
difficult to capture in other interfaces, so that the user felt that they were navigating and in
control. Arons acknowledged that “representing and manipulating a hypermedia database
becomes much more complex in the speech domain than with traditional media.” Related
systems include those described by Resnick (1990) and Muller (1990), both cited by
Arons (1991).

2.4 Previous work with spoken-language extensions to WWW browsers
Many groups around the country, and presumably around the world, are working on
projects that are similar in many ways to OGI’s SLAM system.
Earlier versions of MacMosaic had been compiled with speech recognition enhancements, but those compilations are no longer being performed, although they could be activated with some code changes (Stephenson, 1994).
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MIT’s Spoken Language Systems group has been working on GALAXY (Goddeau,
1994), a distributed system for on-line information that handles the natural language
aspects of the system at a remote-recognition server. While the current focus of the GALAXY system is the travel domain, MIT is also believed to be applying this technology to
creating a speech interface to the WWW as well.
Raman at DEC has begun work on a spoken language extension to Mosaic called
RETRIEVER (Raman, 1995) that focuses on allowing easier access to the Web to people
with disabilities. Paciello at DEC is working with Hardin at NCSA on the Mosaic Disability Project (Paciello, 1995), one aspect of which is speech recognition.
Hemphill at Texas Instruments has completed a prototype speech-enabled Mosaic
(Hemphill, 1995) that allows for associating extended grammars and dialog states with
links and hotlist items. Arbash at SRI developed a speech interface to Mosaic based on
work related to the Xtalk project (Arbash, 1994). Both of these are based on local speech
recognition, unlike OGI’s remote-recognition system.

3 A Comparison of Speech- and Mouse-based Interfaces
to Hypermedia
This chapter examines issues involved in creating a spoken language extension to a
hypermedia system, in particular the Mosaic World-Wide Web browser. I discuss general
issues involved in creating a multimodal interface with spoken language and mouse-based
systems.
Cohen’s analytic framework (discussed in Chapter 2) will now be particularized and
extended to deal specifically with the comparison of speech-based and mouse-based interfaces for hypermedia. This will be done in two steps, by looking at mouse-based and then
speech-based interfaces in terms of their respective advantages and disadvantages for
hypermedia systems.

3.1 Mouse-based interfaces to hypermedia: advantages and
disadvantages
The physical pointing involved in mouse-based interfaces is the source of both advantages and disadvantages for this modality. From the user’s perspective, pointing has the
traditional advantage of direct manipulation, namely reference specified through a combination of action and location, as in double-clicking an icon to start a program. Moreover,
the interface generally provides immediate feedback to the user that the reference was successful, typically by highlighting the selected entity. From the point of view of the author
of a WWW document, mouse-based pointing has the advantage that the reference can be
6

completely specified: the label of a link will appear exactly as the author wrote it. Additionally, physical pointing in this context has no referential ambiguity; when the user
clicks a mouse button, the user and the author both know exactly to which entity the user
is referring.
Mouse-based interfaces also have a number of disadvantages, particularly of the “lostin-hyperspace” variety. This well-known problem was identified for hypertext systems by
Whalen and Patrick (1989), who proposed a text-based natural-language solution.
“Users can have trouble actually getting to the specific information required. They
may have to navigate through a large number of paragraphs to get to the desired goal.
Along the way, users are likely to get sidetracked and lost.” (289)
When reference is based on physical pointing to a graphically-represented entity, the
absence of such an entity on the screen means that the user cannot refer to it. In other
words, the act of reference depends on the physical location of the referent’s presentation,
which in hypermedia may be pages and documents away.
Hypermedia interfaces typically have standard features such as a “hotlist” and history
windows in order to give users a place that contains references they might want and that
are otherwise not displayed. But the user might also prefer to refer to an entity by a name
other than that specified by the author; the only way the user has to specify an entity is to
click on it. Finally, the spatial nature of the interface limits the set of things to which the
user can refer. Users cannot describe entities (Cohen, 1992) instead of pointing to them.
Similar problems exist with respect to actions. Because they are typically accomplished
by selecting a command from a menu or by clicking on an icon, it is difficult to express
complex actions other than as a perhaps tedious series of primitives. The advantages and
disadvantages of mouse-based interfaces for hypermedia are summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Mouse-Based Interaction with Hypermedia
Advantages
1. Deictic reference and combination
of action and reference
2. Author completely specifies the
representation of the entity

1.
2.

3. No referential ambiguity

3.

4. Generally gives immediate feedback that user’s action was understood

4.
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Disadvantages
Reference depends on location of
referent
(a) User might prefer another representation and (b) no other representation possible
Vocabulary of references limited
to those with visible links
Difficult to express complex acts

3.2 Spoken-language-based interfaces to hypermedia: advantages and
disadvantages
Many of the advantages and disadvantages of spoken-language-based interfaces for
hypermedia turn out to be complements of those for mouse-based interfaces. From the
user’s standpoint, the ability to refer to an entity no longer depends on the location of its
graphical representation.
Indeed, all referents are potentially available because the user can simply say the name
of the referent without having to see it displayed. A related advantage is that the user can
now have a number of different ways in which to refer to entities. Similarly, multiple
action primitives could easily be combined into a single complex action that could include
temporal and other sophisticated concepts that are not expressible in mouse-based interfaces. Another advantage is that the user’s hands are freed for other activities. Indeed, it
might be possible to build a spoken-language-only interface to hypermedia that could
serve users by telephone instead of requiring a GUI.
Speech input to hypermedia also has characteristic disadvantages that are often reciprocal consequences of its advantages. For example, because references no longer depend
on physical location, references may become ambiguous: a “hotlink” may be uniquely
accessible via the mouse but ambiguously accessible via speech because another hotlink
might have the same label. This strongly suggests that designers of hypermedia interfaces
should avoid multiple uses of “Click here” as a hotlink label; rather they should use a lexically meaningful label that refers to the semantics of the linked entity (Conte, 1994). Similarly, there could be confusion between names of labels and names of actions; for
example, the word “back” could be used both as a command to display the previously
viewed document or a link label to a different document. Although speech interfaces make
all referents available, the user may not know all available referents. However, the user is
no worse off than in the mouse-based case, where it is not even possible to refer to other
entities directly.
Although the hands-free nature of spoken-language interfaces is appealing, early
implementations of spoken-language interfaces to hypermedia may have to rely on
“touch-to-talk” methods so that the recognizer is not confused by extraneous speech
(Lunati & Rudnicky, 1990), or by prefixing the utterance with a keyword, as in some commercial interfaces. Similarly, while spoken-language understanding could possibly provide a speech-only interface, there would be a number of problems with unimodal
application of speech to hypermedia, including (a) straining user tolerance in getting input
through extended synthesis of text, (b) removing meaning from images, (c) making
navigation more difficult, and (d) not providing the user immediate knowledge of the
names of new links. Indeed, consideration of these factors suggests that the application of
spoken-language technology as a multimodal extension to a hypermedia browser would
likely be more immediately useful than development of a unimodal, speech-only interface.
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Table 3.2: Spoken-Language Interaction with Hypermedia
Advantages
1. References not dependent on location
2. All referents are available
3. Hands free

4. Could provide access to information when GUI not available

5. More direct expression
6. More than one way to refer to an
entity
7. Can express more complex action

Disadvantages
1. Possible ambiguity
2. User may not know all available
referents
3. Might have to use touch-to-talk to
avoid extraneous sounds and
speech
4. Problems with audio-only:
(a) too much text
(b) pictures
(c) navigation
(d) presentation of links
5. Unknown words, unlimited vocabularies
6. Multiple links may have same key
words; or link and command may
be the same
7. Difficult to refer to graphics such
as bitmaps, icons and pictures

The advantages and disadvantages of spoken-language input for hypermedia are summarized in Table 2.
From this comparison, I conclude that mouse-based and speech-based modalities have
a high degree of complementarity that could improve the usefulness of hypermedia systems. This could lead to a synergistic interaction style (Lefebvre et al., 1993; Nigay &
Coutaz, 1993) that allows multiple modalities to perform a task.

4 Issues in Creating a Speech-Enabled WWW Browser
This chapter focuses on the techniques and components required to create a spokenlanguage extension to a hypermedia browser. The options available in choosing which
parts of the system to make accessible by speech are examined, as well as the different
forms of ambiguity between the components. Speech input issues such as variability
among microphones, touch-to-talk systems, and recording format are also discussed. Fur9

thermore, a variety of speech recognition models, including distributed systems and
vocabulary- and speaker-independent models, are compared with their alternatives.

4.1 Components accessible by speech
In building a spoken-language extension to a hypermedia system, one needs to
decide what aspects of the system to enable the user to access with speech. Hyperlinks,
commands, and lists of previously-stored URLs (known in Mosaic as “hotlists”) are some
of the system components that could be made accessible by speech. This section looks at
the advantages and disadvantages of adding these functionalities. One disadvantage of
adding speech to a hypermedia system is that spoken ambiguities can occur between these
system components. An advantage of using speech in the makes it possible to offer multiple names for an individual component.

4.1.1 Speech access to hyperlinks
The development a spoken-language extension to a hypermedia system would presumably enable the user to access the hypertext links within the body of the World-Wide
Web document with speech. It would need to be decided if the user could only access
links that are visible to them, or, since speech allows access to non-visible referents, if the
user could access any link within the current document.
The more items the recognizer has to choose from, the less accurate the overall recognition rate will be in general. Only allowing speech access to links currently displayed on
the screen would restrict the number of links that would need to be recognized and should
improve recognition rates on long pages with many links. However, allowing access to
links on the entire page spares the user from scrolling through a long page looking for an
off-screen link if they know the link is there and could more easily access it by using
speech.
The user may want the option of selecting this mode, and may want to change modes
during a session, so the system designer could add this option.

4.1.2 Speech access to hotlists
The user may also wish to access a list of links stored from previous sessions (known
as a hotlist in Mosaic) with speech. In Mosaic versions 2.4 and earlier, hotlists were implemented as linear lists that are slow to search via scrolling in a mouse-based system. Even
with the nested hotlists (NCSA, 1994d) implemented in Mosaic 2.5 and beyond, it could
still be time-consuming for the user to search their hotlist for a particular item. Adding
speech could allow the user faster access by not requiring that they user hunt for this infor-
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mation; if the user could remember the exact name of the item, or the system could assign
multiple names to a single entity, the user would not even have to bring up the hotlist
information if they were to use speech to search it.
If users are to be provided access to hotlist information with speech, one must decide
whether to use the existing hotlist structure of Mosaic or to create a separate hotlist of
information available only for speech. The advantage of using Mosaic’s list is that less
additional structure will need to be added to the system (with fewer changes and less
maintenance as well); the existing interface should be more stable than newly-designed
code, and it is already familiar and easily accessible to the user. On the other hand, users
may have different needs and intentions for how they use speech for Mosaic and how they
use the existing hotlist function, so some way could be devised to handle hotlists for
speech in a way that is separate from the way Mosaic currently handles hotlists, perhaps as
a completely separate structure or (for Mosaic 2.5 and beyond) as a separate subdirectory
within the nested hotlist feature.
The system designer may also want to decide if the system will update these speechaccessible hotlists dynamically from the browser during a WWW browsing session, or if
all of the speech-accessible hotlist information will be enabled for speech ahead of time.
If the pronunciation models for the hotlist are compiled ahead of time, then large files will
need to be generated and stored. For a distributed recognition system, these files would
need to be stored at the recognizer’s site to avoid larger network delays that would result
from passing this information each time. Precompiling this information would result in
faster processing times at the cost of increased network delays (if stored at the user’s site)
or storage and maintenance problems (if stored at the server’s site).

4.1.3 Speech access to commands
System developers could decide if they wish to implement spoken commands (such as
“back,” “forward,” and “home”) within the system. Arguments against implementing
these commands are that they are readily available from the mouse based interface, by (1)
a bottom row of buttons, (2) a keyboard press when the mouse is focused within the
Mosaic window, and (3) from the top menu bar. Adding spoken commands enhances
access by disabled users, and would allow for greater consistency of input modality for the
user (instead of being required to constantly switch between mouse- and speech-based
input.
If speech access to Mosaic commands is allowed, it remains to be determined which
commands (if not all) are to be made available to the user. The concept of allowing the
user to use spoken commands also brings up the question of whether to allow the user to
use new spoken commands (such as “back 3 pages.”) or to only allow the use speech to
access existing commands (such as “back” and “home”).
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4.1.4 Ambiguity in alternative outputs
Ambiguity can occur when using a spoken language interface to the WWW. There can
be confusion between link labels (for example, the user may have more than one link on a
page labeled “Click Here”; if speech was used to access that page, how would the system
know which link was referred to by the word “here”? Examples of WWW pages with this
problem include “Hartsfield School’s Home Page” (Figure 4.1) (Olary, 1995) and “Faculty
of Dentistry Home Page” at Kyushu University (Figure 4.2) (Saito, 1995). Goddeau’s
“Recent Publications” page (Figure 4.3) (Goddeau, 1995) would produce spoken ambiguity because of the multiple occurrences of the word “Postscript.”
A similar problem would be homophones appearing on the same page. For example, in
addition to “Click Here” links, there could be a link such as “Would you like to hear about
our program?” Again, how would this ambiguity be resolved? Related confusions can
arise with items labeled the same way within the user’s hotlist. Furthermore, there can also
be confusions between link labels, system commands, and items from the hotlist. It is conceivable, for example, that there could be labels on both the current page and in the user’s
hotlist with the label “Back,” and this word could also relate to the command for the system to return to the previous page. Even if the link labels do not sound identical, there
could be problems if the words sounds similar. For example, a link labeled “ohm” could
be confused with the command “home.”
One way to resolve this problem would be to plan for it ahead of time to avoid it; when
a user’s hotlist or current page is read into the system, the links could be examined to find
conflicts in the form of repeated words or homophones. However, the system designer
may not want this processing delay before each page is shown to the user. Another solution may be for the system to begin some type of dialogue with the user, to find out which
context they meant for the conflicting word. For example, the system could highlight a
particular reference relating to that word and ask “Is this the reference to ‘here’ you
meant?” Yet another solution would be to pick one of the alternatives, and let the user
press the “back” key or some other option to repeat their entry so that the user is not
bogged down with constant bombardment of dialogue boxes.

4.1.5 Handling multiple pronunciations
Enabling the HTML document author to provide the user with multiple alternative
pronunciations for given link labels has several advantages over only allowing one pronunciation per label.
Using multiple pronunciations seems to be a natural approach for link labels that have
multiple pronunciations, such as GIF, that can be spelled out letter-by-letter, or pronounced with a hard or soft “G”. It may also be worthwhile to create multiple pronunciations for link-label words that are likely to be unfamiliar to people. For example, there
may be some value is putting in the pronunciation “mowpin” for the link label containing
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Figure 4.1. Hartsfield School’s Home Page (overuse of “here” link)

Figure 4.2. Faculty of Dentistry Home Page (overuse of “here” link)
13

Figure 4.3. Recent Publications page (overuse of “Postscript” link)

the last name Maupin, even though the correct pronunciation is “mawpin.” It may also be
possible to add multiple pronunciations of words for the sake of conveniences: for example, allowing the user to say “O G I” for a link labeled “Oregon Graduate Institute.”
However, there are several reasons not to add multiple pronunciations to link labels. It
is not clear how the user will be aware of the existence of the multiple pronunciations,
except by possibly seeing these pronunciations in the HTML source code. Also, these
multiple pronunciations may add confusion to the recognizer more often than actually
being useful as a feature. These potential problems of adding multiple pronunciations to
hyperlink labels indicate that developers should use caution when adding this capability to
a speech-enabled page.

4.2 Microphone variation
Users may try accessing a speech-enabled hypermedia system with a variety of input
devices, from poor-quality telephones to high-quality microphones. Designers of such a
system may wish to have some mechanism in place for handling this variability in the
input device. This mechanism could take a variety of forms, from an explicit statement
telling the recognizer what the input device is, to an internal system at the server that is
flexible enough to handle this variation (although this flexibility may result in less overall
accuracy).
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4.3 Input style: Open microphone or touch-to-talk
The two main choices for recording the user’s speech for such a system are by an
“open microphone,” for which the user is able to speak to the system at any time (perhaps
by prefixing the speech with an attention-getting command word like “computer”), or by
“touch-to-talk” for which the user controls when the speech gets recorded by pressing a
system component to activate (and perhaps again to deactivate) the recording device.
Advantages of the open microphone method are that truly hands-free input is available, which would be especially valuable for disabled users or users simultaneously performing hands-busy tasks. Advantages of closed microphone (touch-to-talk) systems are
that they are more reliable than open microphone systems. Also, there may be system considerations (such as a noisy environment or distributed recognition components) that
could make end-of-utterance detection and other speech processing techniques difficult or
impossible, thereby making use of the touch-to-talk method necessary.

4.4 Recording format
Local systems interacting with a remote-recognition system might use a variety of
recording formats. IBM-PC’s, Macintoshes, and Unix systems all have different recording
formats associated with their systems. Designers of a speech-enabled hypermedia system
would need to decide if their system will accept a variety of formats, or merely restrict the
user to one standard recording format. If different formats were being used, a mechanism
for notifying the server of the varying formats and allowing for the conversion to a standard format would need to be established.

4.5 Location of recognition
There are two models for the location where a SLAM system could perform the
speech recognition. The recognition could be performed on the local machine, by what is
called the local-recognition model, or the user’s speech could be passed across a network
to a remote server for remote recognition and a result sent back to the user’s machine. The
remote-recognition model provides a number of advantages. First, it helps to spread the
popularity and use of spoken-language systems without the hardware costs otherwise
associated with such systems. Because the recognition is done remotely, the user could use
a relatively inexpensive machine with limited memory and still perform WWW navigation with speech. Second, this approach could also serve as a foundation for a speech-only
interface over the telephone, which would allow the user to access the variety of useful
information available over the Internet without needing a terminal. Other advantages of
the remote-recognition model include the ability to control and collect the spoken utterances of the users (after being given permission to do so) from around the world for the
building of standard language corpora, which will enable further development of the field.
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Also, as the state of the art in speech-recognition capabilities improves, the software
would only need to be updated at the central SLAM server site instead of at all sites that
were using the interface.
There are also several potential disadvantages to the remote-recognition model. The
transfer rate to and from the central recognizer may be quite low; however, given the
likely short length of the transferred speech and the normal delays in accessing WWW
documents, this effect does not appear to be serious (see section 5.10 for network rates for
SLAM). Also, additional delays may occur from multiple clients trying to access the single central recognition server simultaneously. If the recognition is performed locally, the
results should be faster because there is no network overhead, and the system protects the
speaker’s privacy by not passing their speech and its associated results back and forth
across the network. Local recognition also allows for systems to perform end-of-utterance
detection and other speech processing for recognition before the user has finished speaking, which is especially useful for the open microphone input option. For networked recognition systems, this type of processing may be difficult or impossible because of
network breaks and delays.

4.6 Choice of recognizer
Designers of speech-enabled hypermedia systems face a variety of options with
respect to the recognition subsystem.
First, the recognizer could be either vocabulary-dependent or independent. As part of a
vocabulary-dependent system, a recognition system trained on a particular set of documents would generally have a better recognition performance on these pages. A vocabulary-independent system trained on sub-word components such as phonemes would be
better able to handle recognizing words the system had not seen before, at the cost of less
reliable recognition than if the system had been trained on those particular words.
Second, a speech-enabled hypermedia system could be trained on individual speakers
to create speaker-dependent recognition, or could be trained on a variety of speakers for
speaker-independent recognition. Speaker-dependent systems have better recognition for
the speakers they are trained on, but generally perform significantly worse for other speakers.
It may be possible to use a combination of recognizers to gain speech access to hypermedia. For example, vocabulary-dependent recognizers could be used for certain static
pages for improved recognition accuracy, while vocabulary independent-recognizers
could be used for the remaining pages. The obvious advantage would be improved recognition for the vocabulary-dependent pages, although there may be a higher overhead cost
associated with switching among multiple recognizers. A system with multiple recognizers could also be set up across a network at multiple sites for increased system flexibility,
so that users could choose the fastest recognizer or the recognizer with the best features
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for their needs, as well as for redundancy, in case one or more of the recognition sites
become disabled.

4.7 Generating recognition models
Before a system can recognize what the user says, it must know what utterances to
expect. This is handled by the hypermedia recognition system converting the text strings
to be recognized (such as hyperlink labels from the current hypertext document, or from
the user’s hotlist) into pronunciation models to provide a phonemic representation of the
text. For OGI’s recognizer, these pronunciation models are then converted to state-based
word models that the recognizer compares against the user’s speech to find a best match.
The creation of pronunciation models and word models are non-trivial tasks without
wholly satisfactory solutions. The ideal system would create completely accurate models
from any text string in real time. With the available technology, this is not possible. Therefore, compromises must be made in either speed or accuracy. For example, to match the
word “Heather” to its proper pronunciation, a fast-but-inaccurate phoneme substitution
might make the mistake of replacing the “ea” in “Heather” with a “long E” sound (like the
vowel sound in “beet”) instead of a “short E” sound (like the vowel sound in “bet”).
These models can either be generated ahead of time or “on-the-fly.” Generating these
models ahead of time, requires storing this information somewhere. For the networked
model of the recognition system, the information could either be stored at the user’s end,
on the WWW pages themselves (thereby creating what are known as speech-enabled documents), or at the site of the speech recognition server. Storing the models at the recognition site allows for fast recognition and prevents passing large chunks of recognitionrelated data from client to speech server but this solution does not scale well, as the recognition site becomes the sole location for storage and maintenance of the recognition models.

5 The SLAM System
SLAM adds spoken language as an input to the Mosaic browser by enabling interaction with a remote server that provides (a) speech-enabled documents (see section 4.7) and
(b) the recognition systems needed to use them. SLAM provides a relatively simple extension to Mosaic plus access to a SLAM server at the Oregon Graduate Institute (OGI) that
performs speech recognition for a set of speech-capable hypermedia documents. In these
documents, users are able to select hotlinks with spoken language. A major advantage of
the remote-recognition model is that recognizers will not have to be developed and supported for all client platforms; rather, spoken-language interaction can be added to addi17

tional platforms through creation of new versions of the SLAM-extended Mosaic, which
will require only minor modification of Mosaic.
SLAM is the first generally-available multimodal spoken-language interface to the
World-Wide Web that can be easily run across platforms. No other such interface has been
reported in the literature.

5.1 SLAM architecture
SLAM is a spoken-language interface system for Mosaic based on local access to a
remote- recognition-capable Web server. The overall architecture, as depicted in Figure
5.1 is based on a Web server that has spoken-language software and “speech-enabled”
HTML Web documents. The SLAM server receives, recognizes, and responds to requests
from users running an extended version of Mosaic on their local computer. Users can use
spoken language to select hotlinks in documents on the SLAM server, as well as hotlist
items stored from previous sessions.
Users on heterogeneous platforms—such as Macintoshes, PC’s and X-Windows interfaces for Unix—will interact as usual with their local Mosaic browser to the World-Wide
Web. As indicated by Arrow 1 in Figure 5.1, the user speaks to his or her local machine.
The local Mosaic browser will contain extended code that digitizes the user’s utterance
and, as indicated by Arrow 2, sends the digitized signal to the SLAM server. The server
processes the speech signal and matches the utterance to a WWW uniform resource locator (URL). As indicated by Arrow 3, the server then sends back to the local machine a
hypermedia response, typically a new HTML document.
As this discussion indicates, SLAM’s architecture is based on the remote-recognition
model (discussed in section 4.5) where the local browser does not (necessarily) perform
recognition and the remote server provides both speech-capable documents and the speech
recognition necessary for their full use.
A final consideration is that the SLAM product will not allow access directly to the
worldwide network of Internet documents; authors of HTML documents will have to prepare speech-capable documents specially, or eventually, have a script to automatically create speech-ready versions of existing documents.

5.2 SLAM implementation
The principal components of SLAM’s implementation include a minor extension to
Mosaic’s GUI and the networking and recognition modules associated with the server. The
major functions operate as follows:
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Figure 5.1. SLAM Architecture

1. As SLAM starts up, the user’s “hotlist” information file consisting of links stored
from previous sessions is read in from the user’s home directory. SLAM also saves
pronunciation models for the “hotlist” items in the user’s home directory so that
these models do not need to be generated on the fly.
2. The user can use the extended browser to navigate the WWW in the same way that
they use the Mosaic browser, by using the mouse to select hotlinks within the current document to bring up other documents.
3. Once the user reaches a speech-capable document (denoted by an icon at the top of
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the document), the user is also able to use the touch-to-talk speech facility of
SLAM to select links. For documents that are too long to fit entirely on the current
browser screen, SLAM views the document in its entirety, rather than focusing
only on the part of the page that is visible to the user. This enables the user to use
speech to specify items that do not appear on the current page.
4. When the speech button is pressed, three things happen:
a.Mosaic sends to the server the URL of the current document, so that the server
can set up the recognizer with the right vocabulary.
b.Mosaic prepares to accept a new document from the server in the usual manner,
except that as the document comes back its headers are parsed for the speech
pragmas.
c.A SLAM function digitizes speech from the system’s usual audio input and
sends it to the open SLAM server.
5. The SLAM server’s recognizer tries to find a best match with the available word
models corresponding to the resulting outputs that came from the user’s “hotlist”
and current page links, and returns the URL corresponding to the result back to the
client machine. The client’s extended Mosaic browser then retrieves the document
specified by the URL.
The speech recognizer determines the appropriate target vocabulary and phrases
through the SPEECH= tags, the arguments of which are pronunciations models of the
label. In the current implementation of SLAM, SPEECH= tags appear together at the top
of the “speech-ready” document in a form such as:
<SPEECH= ao r eh g ax n [.pau] g r ae j uw ih t [.pau] ih n s t ih t uw t
w eh dh axr >
in that each line in the SPEECH= section relates to a corresponding link label within the
file (Note: [.pau] refers to a “pause” in the speech). For example, the first pronunciation
model within this example, relating to the words “Oregon Graduate Institute,” would refer
to the first link in that document, which would be of a form like:
<A HREF=‘‘http://www.ogi.edu/”> Oregon Graduate Institute</A>
while the second pronunciation model would correspond to the link corresponding to
the word “weather.”
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5.3 SLAM speech recognition
OGI has used neural-network-based recognition for limited vocabulary tasks for a
number of years (Cole et al., 1990; Fanty et al., 1993). Given speech to be recognized,
OGI’s current technology (Cole et al., 1994) works as follows:
1. A seventh-order Perceptual Linear Predictive (PLP) analysis (Hermansky, 1990) is
performed every 6 msec using a 10 msec window.
2. A neural network classifies every 6-msec frame as voiced or not voiced.
3. The PLP and voicing features in a 168-msec input window are used by a neural
network to classify each frame phonetically. If task-specific training data are available, the network is trained on that. Otherwise, a network is trained on a
phonetically diverse corpus of speech. The latter approach usually results in a significant loss of performance.
4. A modified Viterbi search finds the two best-matching utterances. The possible
utterances are defined by a word-spotting grammar that typically allows any
speech followed by one of several target words or phrases followed by any speech.
Word pronunciations are provided by a dictionary and are usually hand-tuned to
achieve maximum performance.
5. A confidence measure is computed as the difference between the average frame
score of the top choice and the average frame score of the second choice.
A review of typical hypermedia documents (Mauldin, 1994) reveals that links are
often proper nouns. This suggests that recognizers for hypermedia browsers will have to
rely on vocabulary-independent techniques rather than extensive task-dependent training.
The ability to generate accurate phoneme representations of these labels in near real-time
would be a valuable step towards developing a future system that does not rely on
“speech-ready” documents. SLAM uses a context-independent, task-independent phonetic
classifier trained on the OGI Continuous English Speech Corpus, that contains the unconstrained speech of 690 speakers, each talking for up to one minute. The recognizer in the
current SLAM system was trained on 147 of these monologues, and produces scores for
39 American English phonemes.
SLAM uses a dictionary to find word pronunciations and uses automatic text-to-phoneme mapping to create pronunciations for words not in the dictionary. With the current
system, “speech-ready” pages are created semi-automatically by processing each link
label first through the Moby dictionary (which is strictly a table lookup) and through
Bellcore’s Orator text-to-speech system (which can create pronunciation models even for
words the system has never seen).
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A wide variety of microphones and recording environments will be used by remote
users of SLAM. This sort of variation typically has a significant impact on the accuracy of
recognizers. Hermansky and Morgan have developed RASTA spectral processing for
improved robustness in different recording environments (Hermansky et al., 1994). Future
versions of SLAM’s recognizer will use RASTA -PLP to increase recognition robustness.

5.4 Scope of speech-access to hyperlinks
The current SLAM system enables the user to access links on the current page and
items from the user’s Mosaic hotlist. Allowing the user to access commands would be a
straightforward addition, but this feature was not added to the current demonstration system because (1) the commands that would have been implemented (such as “back”) are
mostly immediately available to user through the keyboard input to the system (for
“back,” all that is needed is to type the letter “b” or “B”), through pull-down menu bar
options, or through the buttons available at the bottom of the screen and (2) most of these
commands are short words, which are recognized incorrectly more often than longer utterances. However, the ability to use voice input to access commands would be useful for
disabled users and is being considered as a feature for future versions of the system.
The current implementation of SLAM allows the user to access all links on the current
document at all times, rather than being restricted to what the user sees. The obvious
advantage of this method is that the user is no longer restricted to accessing links that are
visible, thereby taking advantage of the spoken nature of the input. A disadvantage would
be for long documents with many links, for which the user would wish to restrict the confusion to the recognizer by focusing only on links currently within the visible screen.

5.5 Parsing HTML documents
The current system uses the program xtraclnk.pl program that comes as part of the
html-chek package (Churchyard, 1995) to extract the link labels and associated URLs
from a HTML file.
A program external to Mosaic was chosen to perform the link parsing for several reasons. First, one goal of the implementation was to make as few changes to the Mosaic
code itself as possible, for simplicity and modularity of implementation, as well as not
having to worry about accommodating these changes to future releases of Mosaic. Second, a full set of links is needed from each document; although Mosaic maintains a copy
of the entire document as a variable, Mosaic appears to extract links on a per-screen basis,
while the current implementation required that the document be parsed on a per-document
basis.
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5.6 Microphone input method
Of the various methods of microphone input, a touch-to-start/stop-talking system was
chosen for SLAM. Using this method, the user presses a key (“X” in the current design)
on the keyboard, says the appropriate utterance, and then presses the key again upon completing the utterance. The speech (combined with other SLAM components) is then sent to
the recognizer.
Having an open microphone was considered and deemed highly impractical for the
remote-recognition model in particular because constant reading of the speech would
cause too much overhead across the network.
Earlier versions of the SLAM system used a “touch-to-talk” system that automatically
stopped recording after a predefined number of seconds but finding a perfect input duration is impossible because of the varying lengths of linknames; moreover the extra “dead
air” surrounding the sample could contain extraneous speech and other noises that could
confuse the recognizer. In early tests, this effect was particularly noticeable for short link
labels (particularly for ones with only one word, like “movies” and “weather”).
An end-of-utterance detector that would time-out when the user had stopped speaking
was considered. However, this method requires constant real-time processing of everything recorded by the microphone, and could not be implemented for the networked model
because of network delays that would prevent this from being handled in real time.

5.7 Generating and storing speech-enabled documents
The generation of speech-enabled documents is a process that is handled semi-automatically with the help of a script. This script, called slam-enable, works as follows:
1. The slam-enable script is called with two arguments: 1) the URL of HTML document one wishes to speech-enable, and 2) a name to be assigned to the new document.
2. url_get (Lund, 1994), a program that takes a URL as an argument, returns the
HTML contents of the file associated with the URL to STDOUT.
3. The contents of this HTML file are sent through xtractlnk.pl, which creates two
temporary files that contain 1) a listing of the hyperlink labels for the HTML page
and 2) a listing of the associated hyperlink URLs for that page.
4. All non-characters except for spaces are stripped from each line of the link labels
file, as a preprocessing for text-to-phoneme generator.
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5. The label contents are sent through the text-to-phoneme generator and the results
are saved to a temporary file.
6. HTML code is added for hiding the pronunciation information within the document source and for calling the icon and hypertext that appear at the top of the document to tell the user that “This is a speech-enabled document,” thereby creating
the speech-enabled HTML document.
7. The pronunciation file created by the text-to-phoneme generator is converted to a
word models file, which the recognizer uses in finding the best match against the
user’s speech.
8. Information is stored to a table that matches the speech-enabled document with its
corresponding word-models file.
9. Temporary files created by the script are removed.
This information usually needs to have a few minor changes made by hand to compensate for weaknesses in the text-to-phoneme generator. The current text-to-phoneme generator does not handle numbers, and occasionally does not correctly translate proper nouns
or acronyms. Also, one can easily add multiple pronunciations to words by creating multiple listings for the same word (for example, one can say “S L A M” or “slam” to access
the link for the SLAM system home page).

5.8 Updating the user’s screen
The current version of SLAM uses “remote control of Mosaic,” (NCSA, 1994c) a
built-in feature of Mosaic 2.4, to update the user’s screen. This feature works as follows:
1. Create a /tmp/Mosaic.pid file, where pid is the process id number of the form:
goto
{URL to goto}
2. Send the signal:
kill -USR1 pid
and the specified URL is retrieved from its remote location and loaded into the Mosaic
browser.
The user’s client receives the new URL from the remote recognizer, based on the
user’s speech and the current page being viewed by the user, at which point the updated
client calls the remote control of Mosaic to update the user’s screen.
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Figure 5.2: Input file for current SLAM demonstration system

5.9 Current status
At this writing, the initial implementation of SLAM has been completed. The remoterecognition system runs in near real-time on a Sun SPARCstation 20 workstation. There is
currently a “global hotlist” of approximately 20 words that the user can access from any
document during the SLAM session (personalized hotlists will soon be available feature
with SLAM). There are also an increasing number of speech-enabled documents (currently over 100 generated, although modifications to the automatically-generated pronunciation models need to be made) that have hyperlinks that can be accessed by speech from
within SLAM; these links can be accessed whether the text for these links is on-screen or
off-screen, as long as a speech-enabled document is currently loaded into the browser.
The current system uses the remote-recognition model discussed in chapter 4.5. The
“speech-enabled” pages are compiled ahead of time and are referenced in a table that is
stored at OGI.
The user can navigate the WWW as always with the mouse, or can use SLAM’s
speech facility to access either the “global hotlist” at any time or all links on the current
page (as well as all items in the “global hotlist”) when on a “speech-enabled” page. The
user can access the speech facility of SLAM through the modified hotkey binding for “X.”
When the user presses “X” on the keyboard, the system prompts them to begin speaking
the name of the hotlist item (or, for speech enabled pages, the link name). When they have
finished speaking, they press the “X” key again, at which time an external program is
called. Based on the current URL for the system and the user’s speech, a four-line file is
created of the form shown in Figure 5.2, composed of the length of the current URL, the
length of the speechfile, as well as the current URL itself and the speechfile.
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This four-line file is sent to the SLAM client, which in turn sends the file to the remote
recognition server. The remote recognizer returns a value associated with the new URL
value with which to display on the user’s screen, and the user’s machine uses remote control of Mosaic to update the user’s browser.

5.10 Network rates for SLAM
Based on the current system (described in the previous section), the network performance of SLAM was measured based on 4 sample test files. These files were run from different machines from OGI, the University of Washington in Seattle, and North Carolina
A&T in Greensboro, NC.
Although only a few trials were conducted, these tests seem to showed that for short
files, SLAM’s local version was only about a second faster than the remote version. For
longer files, SLAM’s local version was usually two or three seconds faster than the remote
version. This might imply that SLAM would have an acceptable performance speed across
these networks as implemented, and underscores the need for making the files to be transferred as small as possible from a network performance perspective.
Perceptual studies involving users should be done to determine how slow is “too slow”
for such a system.

5.11 User tests
Issues regarding the development of SLAM became apparent during user testing of the
sample system. One key comment from a user was that “I’ll use it, but only if I can use it
as fast or faster than I can use Mosaic.” This seemed to reinforce the multimodal approach
I have taken with building this system.
Users generally liked the demonstrations, although the poor recognition left them with
the impression that this was merely a “toy” system, and left some with the idea that this is
not a practical approach. An improved recognizer will be tried with the current system,
and the speech-enabled pages will be modified for enhanced recognition, so I hope that
these and other improvements to the system will convince the non-believers that this is a
practical system.
Users showed tendencies of trying to stretch the scope of the utterances the system
recognized, such as by unintentionally giving the wrong utterance when trying to access a
hotlist item (such as by saying “weather” when the expected phrase was “Portland
weather”) or by adding additional words to the front or end of the utterance (such as by
adding “show” to the front or “please” to the end of the given utterance). Additional wordspotting techniques within the recognizer and the ability to allow multiple pronunciations
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for a given utterance could help the system to handle such inputs.
One problem that became apparent with the system during user testing was that of
switching between speech-enabled and non-speech-enabled pages. After using speech to
access several speech-enabled links in a row, the tendency was to try to use speech to
access the links on a non-speech-enabled page. An even worse problem was that when the
icon which denotes a page as being speech-enabled is off-screen, the user can easily forget
whether a given page is speech-enabled or not. One possible solution to the latter problem
would be to change the color or border of speech-enabled pages so that it is obvious
throughout the document whether a page is speech-enabled or not. Another solution would
be to find another paradigm for SLAM besides the current one based on speech-enabled
pages.
One change made to SLAM on the basis of user feedback involved changing the status
line so that the user had a better idea of the system state. With the original Mosaic, when a
link was chosen, the system would display the message “Done sending HTTP request;
waiting for response” after the request was made. However, because the current system
provides no external feedback to the user about what the results of the recognizer are when
using the speech facility of SLAM, this message was changed to “Done sending HTTP
request; waiting for response from $hostname” (where $hostname is the remote hostname)
so that users would better know whether the site associated with the correct link had been
recognized.
In general, users wanted more feedback from the system, so that they could quickly
know which link the recognizer had chosen, why the recognizer made the choice it did,
and (if the recognizer made the wrong choice) how the user could avoid that mistake in the
future. Perhaps a window external to Mosaic could be run simultaneously to provide this
feedback, or perhaps this information could be accessed within the Mosaic window itself.
The most popular feature of SLAM’s current system was the convenient method of
accessing items from the hotlist, since for many cases this seemed to have a significant
speed and convenience advantage over accessing visible links with speech or the mouse.
Perhaps a version of SLAM should be created that focus only on allowing the user to universally access a dynamically changing speech hotlist.
Some users said that they would like to use the system but do not have easy access to
systems with microphone input. Fortunately, the number of systems with this feature is
expected to continue growing, and lack of a microphone should soon stop being a limitation for potential users.
Virtually all users who tested the system expressed a need for better system recognition and said they would like to have unconstrained access to links and other features of
Mosaic. Several of these people, however, said that they would gladly use a system similar
to the current demonstration system until these requested improvements are made.
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6 Future Work

Despite the progress made with SLAM to date, much remains to be accomplished. As
suggested at in sections 4 and 5, there are several areas in SLAM that could benefit from
added functionality.
One area for improvement for SLAM is in improving the interface to better handle the
speech aspects of the system, in particular expanding the number of components of the
system that are accessible with speech and resolving recognition ambiguities between
these components. Improvements could also be made with the speech recognizer, as well
as improvements that could make the system run better on a variety of platforms. User
studies should be done to better determine usage patterns for the WWW and how speech
could better aid in accessing this information. Related projects that explore voice-only
access to the WWW and that make greater use of the speech samples are natural extensions of the work with the SLAM system. Finally, this research can serve as the basis for
future work into the difficult problems involved with spoken-language access to pictures,
icons, and unconstrained navigation of the WWW.

6.1 Improved speech access
One major area for improvement of the SLAM system would be finding ways in which
the user can best access the speech features of the system, through enhanced use of speech
for accessing commands, adding separate speech hotlist structures and international language features, and allowing different ways to handle scope and ambiguity issues associated with speech interfaces to hypermedia.

6.1.1 SLAM command access
The current version of SLAM does not allow for speech recognition of Mosaic commands, although this would be a natural extension of the system and would be straightforward to implement. It may be necessary, however, to have some type of prefix word, such
as “Mosaic” or “command” prefacing the actual command (such as “back” or “home”).
Having a prefix word serves two purposes. First, it serves to lengthen the speech, which
aids in disambiguation during recognition. Second, it helps to avoid confusion between
the commands and the link labels that are pronounced the same way. Before spoken command access to SLAM is added, however, an improved recognizer should be put in place
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to help to avoid spiral degradation errors (Oviatt, 1992) that will occur when commands
and their successive attempts to be corrected with speech are misrecognized.
Another important direction for the development of the SLAM system is to enable use
of flexible, natural language commands so that the system might take greater advantage of
the strengths of the spoken language modality. Eventually, it would be nice to have the
user be able to create custom commands such as “back three pages” or “show parent directory” with speech. Such a system should have a recognizer to deal with grammars,
although the current system does not.

6.1.2 Current screen only or document-wide access
A better system than the current one, which only allows for document-wide access to
links, would allow the user to choose their manner of accessing links (through some type
of set-up file or command-line option): document-wide or simply being restricted to the
current page. As discussed in chapter 5.4, document-wide access allows the user to take
advantage of the ability of speech to refer to non-visible items, while screen-wide access
could improve the recognition rate by constraining the number of hotlink choices available to the recognizer.

6.1.3 SLAM speech hotlists
SLAM could benefit from a separate speech-related hotlist instead of merely using the
existing Mosaic hotlist. The user may wish to keep separate the links they want to use with
speech and the links they discover while browsing. The name, which is stored in the title
and therefore saved in the hotlist, is often undescriptive, unpronounceable, or both. One
well-known problem with earlier versions of Mosaic hotlists is that there is no built-in feature for hierarchically saving items into the hotlist. If such a hierarchical structure existed,
perhaps a standard directory called “SLAM” or “Speech” could be created for which to
store speech-related hotlinks. Such hotlist structures are now available in Mosaic 2.5
(NCSA, 1994d).

6.1.4 Handling ambiguity in alternative outputs
The current system makes no attempt to handle ambiguity or confusions among spoken inputs.
There are several ways this ambiguity could be handled. The system could flag identical words (the “here” in multiple “click here” links, for example), homophones (such as,
in this case, “hear”) or similar sounding words (like “ear”) as the system is creating the
pronunciation models. The system could tell the page’s author of the confusion, and per-
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haps direct the author towards how to correct the problem. If the author did not correct the
problem, then when the user accessed one of the ambiguous words, perhaps a dialogue
(either through a dialogue box or perhaps thorough voice input/output) could be initiated
by the system to ask the user to be more specific about which item was intended. Such a
system could handle confusion between links, commands, hotlist items, and combinations
of these.

6.1.5 International language aspects of SLAM
As part of the World-Wide Web, SLAM’s expected usage crosses all international
boundaries. Therefore, methods need to be put into place to better allow SLAM to handle
non-English text and speech.
One problem not directly addressed by our system is that of non-English hypertext
labels. As this is the World-Wide Web, links can appear in a variety of languages and not
all of the sounds from these languages can be mapped to English phonemes. A short-term
solution to this problem would be to map these sounds to their closest English equivalents
or to use the flexibility of speech interfaces to map these link names to words that do have
corresponding English equivalents, if possible. A longer-term solution would be use of
non-English language corpora to train the recognizer on non-English as well as English
phonemes. SLAM may even be used to aid in collecting this data as international users
send their speech to a central recognizer to perform recognition.
For one thing, the speech recognizer will have additional difficulty with non-native
English speakers, especially if they are not speaking English. The current recognizer is
only trained on 39 American English phonemes, so authors of speech-enabled documents
for this system know to create only American English documents for this system. Perhaps
international speech could be used for training future SLAM recognizers (or perhaps recognizers devoted to particular languages could be used in different locations).
Another international language issue involved with SLAM is that the text-to-speech
generator outputs the speech label phonemes in OGIbet representation. Perhaps this could
be replaced by an alphabet like Worldbet with a larger set of international pronunciation
symbols.

6.2 Other interface improvements
SLAM’s interface during the use of the remote-recognition model can be improved in
two major ways from the currently-implemented model.
One improvement would be to enable the user to cancel the connection to the remote
recognizer by clicking on the spinning globe in the upper right of the Mosaic window,
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which is the same way the user cancels the connection to other remote sites when using
Mosaic.
Another improvement for the current version would be to have the system status line
above the bottom row of buttons on the Mosaic interface give better feedback to the user,
such as “unable to connect to speech server” and “X bytes out of Y bytes received,” which
is similar to the way Mosaic handles other data transfers.

6.3 Improvements to the recognition
SLAM’s recognition component could be improved in a number of ways. One area
that could use a great deal of improvement is the creation and storage of word models and
pronunciation models. There is a significant trade-off between speed of generation and
accuracy in the these models, and ideally we would want models that could be generated
quickly and accurately.
More study should be done to determine differences in quality vs. speed-of-generation
between the current SLAM method of using fast-but-inaccurate methods (which can provide poor representations of link labels at the rate of roughly 100 per second) instead of
the combination of Moby and Orator which SLAM currently uses, which is reasonably
accurate but does link label conversions at a rate much slower than real-time. Perhaps
expanding a look-up table for the fast-but-inaccurate model would provide the needed
compromise for pronunciation generation.
Additional options should also be looked at in the areas of having multiple recognizers, either at the local site to handle requests to different pages for greater accuracy, or at
multiple remote sites to allow for faster SLAM accesses, to handle special types of SLAM
requests, and to serve as back-ups in case of network failures at other site.

6.4 Implementation improvements
SLAM’s implementation can be improved in several ways. One major area for expansion of this project will be making SLAM available on a variety of platforms. Certainly
the platforms on which the original Mosaic itself became popular (Unix, Macintosh, and
PC-Windows) should also be the major platforms on which SLAM should focus. Just as
Mosaic has spread to nearly all major platforms as the software product became popular, I
hope that use of SLAM will also become similarly widespread.
Platform independence is another continuing goal for SLAM. Most of the current system is quite modular and could be made to operate on variety of platforms as well as with
a variety of browsers with only a few changes. Parts of the current system that could be
made more independent and less system-specific include:
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(a) the use of htmlchek’s link parser; this parser was chosen because it performed the
needed task of extracting link labels and URLs from documents well. However, it
also has a great deal of functionality unneeded for the SLAM project and, since it’s
written in Perl, may be difficult to port to other platforms, and therefore should
probably be replaced in SLAM with a fast, task-specific parser written in a more
easily-portable language;
(b) the use of url_get, a third-party program written in Perl for getting the contents of
WWW page from outside of Mosaic; the equivalent to this program will need to be
found on other platforms, or the use of url_get will need to be replaced by gathering this information from within Mosaic itself; and
(c) the current method of gathering documents with “remote control of Mosaic” from
Mosaic 2.4 is being discouraged by NCSA, who encourage the use of the newlyimplemented (for release 2.5 and beyond) Common Client Interface (CCI)
(NCSA, 1995) as a sockets-based way of exchanging information between Mosaic
and external programs. Because it would be possible to run SLAM entirely outside
of the main Mosaic program if the external SLAM system could have access to (1)
the current process id of the window to change and (2) the current URL being
viewed in that window, and since CCI seems to allow this information to be passed
to external programs, then it would seem that the use of CCI could enhance future
versions of SLAM.
A further enhancement of the implementation would extend the types of information
passed to the remote recognizer. Instead of merely passing the current URL and the user’s
speech from the client to the server, as the current version of SLAM does, future versions
of the SLAM client could accept a variety of parameters including the contents of the
user’s hotlist, information about what links are currently onscreen, requests for specific
SLAM servers, the window history, the microphone type, and other user preferences.
Some effort should be made to find ways to compress the types of files that are being
sent back and forth across the network. The speech files that are being sent could be compressed, as could the text files, which could significantly cut down on network overhead.
Finally, the SLAM server needs a better method of handling multiple calls. This issue
took a back seat to other implementation issues during the development of the initial
SLAM system but will become important if the SLAM system becomes popular. Better
methods of handling multiple simultaneous accesses, both in terms of server performance
and their effects on the current single-recognizer system, should be explored.

6.5 User studies
A valuable study could be done to see how (and how often) users would use the speech
facilities of a speech-enabled Mosaic browser. Such a study could be devised by either
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fully enabling a Mosaic system (which we have made progress towards, but not completed) or could be done as a “wizard” study whereby the user and wizard both see the
same copy of the user’s screen; when the user wishes to use speech, the wizard is the one
who actually changes the screen for them. There are versions of Mosaic that allow multiple users to see the same screen; such a modified version would be useful for such an
experiment. Such an experiment could be used to measure the frequency of use of speech
vs. the mouse for commands, items on/off-screen, hotlist items, and window history. Similar experiments could also determine required levels of recognition accuracy and speed of
recognition necessary to be an acceptable option for such a system.
Another important area for investigation is finding the best method for making use of
the ability to have multiple pronunciations for links with SLAM. Investigations could be
made to determine when users would choose alternate pronunciations: for unknown
words, for words with multiple possible pronunciations, or for convenience for long or
common phrases? Studies of the word usage patterns for Web users would provide insight
into how to best implement a system that allows for multiple pronunciations of link
names.

6.6 Making greater use of the user’s speech
The current implementation of SLAM discards the user’s speech after processing by
the recognition server. One thing that could be done, with the user’s permission, would be
to use this speech for other purposes, such as for training a general-purpose interface to
speech- passing applications on the Internet such as voice mail, filling out on-line surveys
by voice, and for speaker identification data as an additional means of security on the
WWW.
The user’s speech could also be used for speech research for such applications as
speech corpora data collection (and could be especially valuable for collecting international speech data) and as training data for some future version of SLAM which could
value from added accuracy from vocabulary- or speaker-dependent pages.

6.7 Speech-only access to the WWW
One direction to further pursue with this research is in creating a speech-only browser
for the World-Wide Web, for users who do not have a screen to use (such as when one is
on the telephone), or for disabled users who cannot view a screen, and yet still wish to
access the variety of information available on the Web.
Such a system would need synthesized-voice output from the system, as well as allow
voice input. A useful part of such a system would involve having a means of summarizing
WWW documents for users (Raman, 1995), so that long spoken utterances from the sys-
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tem could be replaced with statements like “The following document has one main title,
two subtitles, and five paragraphs.”

6.8 Speech access to hot icons, imagemaps, and text-entry forms
Currently SLAM does not permit selection of highlighted pictures and icons, although
with Mosaic you can click on these items to bring up other WWW pages. One solution to
this limitation of SLAM would be to number the highlighted icons so that each item
receives a known, unique label. Another solution would involve using the filename relating to the icon or picture, as well as labels within the HTML code to give a descriptive
name to the image, it may be possible to specify these images in future versions of SLAM.
A further challenge in this area will be the selection of parts of items known as
imagemaps, which in Mosaic call different WWW pages depending on where within the
image one clicks. This would seem to be a very difficult task to accomplish in general with
speech alone and may be one task that is better restricted to multimodal or other systems
that use mouse-based input unless some way could be found to label the different regions.
Speech access to Mosaic’s text-entry forms is another difficult problem for the SLAM
system. The keyboard is probably a superior interface for this task, although a spoken letter recognition might be one solution to this problem.

6.9 Unconstrained multimodal access to the WWW
An eventual goal of this system is to provide multimodal access to any document on
the WWW. In one sense, this is accomplished already, by being able to access hotlists with
speech on any WWW document. With faster word modeling and more flexible and accurate recognizers, future systems will allow users to access the full range of Mosaic capabilities and many features not yet imagined through WWW browsers like Mosaic.

7 Conclusion
SLAM is serving its designed function as an exploratory system of multimodal access
to multimedia. In particular, the ability to access off-screen referents (such as items much
further down on the current page or different “hot list” pages) with speech when used in
conjunction with Mosaic’s original ability to quickly refer to any on-screen item has
shown that complementary modalities can be used to compensate for each others’ weaknesses.
The SLAM server performs remote recognition of speech input to the WWW browser,
allowing systems which do not currently have speech recognition capabilities to still be
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able to take advantage of this spoken language enhancement to Mosaic. This pioneering
effort is a step towards the eventual goals of an unconstrained multimodal interface to the
WWW, as well as providing some foundations for a speech-only system for accessing
information from the WWW.

For more information, visit the SLAM Web page at http://www.cse.ogi.edu/SLAM/.
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